Abstract: A current-error space-vector-based PWM hysteresis controller is proposed for three-level voltage source inverter fed induction motor drive applications. A hexagonal boundary for the current-error space vector is formed by sensing the current-error space vector along three different axes, which are 1201 apart and are orthogonal to machine phase axes. Only the adjacent inverter voltage vectors forming a triangular sector, in which tip of the machine voltage vector lies, are switched to keep the current-error space vector within the hexagonal boundary. Selection amongst the three nearest voltage vectors is done by a simple region detection logic in all the sectors. Calculation of the machine voltage vector is not needed and information of the same is indirectly derived from the direction of current-error space vector. The controller uses a self-adaptive sector identification logic, which provides smooth transition between sectors (voltage levels), including over modulation region up to 12-step mode of operation. Inherent advantages of current hysteresis controller are retained with the added advantage of adjacent voltage vector selection for hysteresis PWM control. Simple look-up tables are only needed for sector and vector selection, based on the hysteresis controller output, for the proposed hysteresis PWM controller. Experimental verification is provided by implementing the proposed controller on a 1.5 kW open-end winding induction motor drive. The proposed controller can be extended for further levels of multi-level inverters for high-performance drives by constructing suitable look-up tables.
Introduction
Current-controlled PWM (CC-PWM) inverters offer considerable advantages as compared to conventional voltagecontrolled PWM voltage source inverters (VSIs) [1, 2] , and hence are extensively employed in high-performance-drive (HPD) systems. Different ways of classification of current controllers can be found in [1] [2] [3] , amongst which the hysteresis controllers are widely used because of their inherent simplicity and fast dynamic response [1, [3] [4] [5] . However, some of the drawbacks of conventional type of hysteresis controller, e.g. limit cycle oscillations, overshoot in current error, generation of sub-harmonic components in the current and random (non-optimum) switching [2] [3] [4] 6] are very well known. Current-error space-vector-based hysteresis controllers [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] allow the current-error space vector to move within a specified boundary. Hexagonal, circular and rectangular shapes of current-error spacevector boundary are reported in the literature [1, 2, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Attempts have been made to minimise the overshoot in current error, limit cycle oscillations [4] , inverter switching frequency [5, 10, 11] and to achieve fast transient response [7, 12] . The multi-level comparator-based scheme discussed in [13] ensures the optimum switching only in the steady state. In [2] and [14] , space-vector-based hysteresis controllers with adaptive switching pattern schemes are proposed, to reduce the inverter switchings and the number of double commutation. The space-vector-based hysteresis controllers presented in [8] and [15] ensure adjacent voltage vector selection for PWM current control of two-level VSIs.
In the field of hysteresis controllers, until now most of the research has been concentrated on getting the optimum switching and fast dynamic response in association with inherent advantages of hysteresis current controller for twolevel VSIs. Extension of these strategies to multi-level VSIs is much less established. For high-power drive applications, multi-level inverters have become the preferred solution because of significant inherent advantages offered by them. Recently, [9, [16] [17] [18] have focused on the hysteresis type current controllers for multi-level drives. A time-based current regulator [16] and improved time-based doubleband hysteresis controller [17] are presented, based on recursive selection of inverter switch states using a logic state machine. However, these are proposed for single-phase multilevel inverters and adjacent voltage vector switching is not guaranteed during transients [16, 17] . A space vector based current control for three-level inverter with adjacent voltage vector selection is presented in [9] , where the concept is supported only by simulation results, and experimental verifications are not provided. In [18] , a four-level hysteresis PWM control is suggested in which optimum switching during level transitions and speed reversal issues have not been discussed. Also, the switching state diagram is implemented in [18] using several operational amplifiers for each phase and improper selection of the integral gain of synchronous current regulator significantly affects the system dynamics.
In this paper, a current-error space-vector-based hysteresis controller is presented, for three-level VSI fed induction motor drives. It does not need computation of machine back EMF space vector for sector identification and information on the same is indirectly derived from the directions of current-error space vector. The inverter voltage vector (among the three adjacent vectors forming a triangular sector, in which the tip of the machine voltage vector lies), which will result in the largest current error deviation away from the proposed hexagonal boundary, is selected throughout the operating range based on the output of hysteresis comparators. This ensures the optimum PWM vector selection and fast dynamic response of the controller. The scheme is self-adaptive for any possible amplitude and position of the machine voltage vector. The proposed scheme is implemented on a dual two-level voltage source inverter fed open-end winding induction motor drive [9, 19, 20] . The technique is theoretically explained, and experimentally verified on a 1.5 kW openend winding induction motor using field-oriented control.
Three-level voltage space-vector generation and current-error space-vector detection
The present control scheme can be used for any inverter configuration that provides three-level voltage space vector structure. A dual two-level inverter fed open-end winding induction motor configuration, shown in Fig. 1a , which provides a three-level inverter voltage space vector structure, is used in the present work [19, 20] . The DC-link voltage requirement of each two-level inverter in Fig. 1a is V dc =2 as compared to V dc for a conventional three-level NPC VSI. Both the two-level inverters of Fig. 1a (inverter I and inverter II) are supplied with isolated DC-links to eliminate the flow of zero sequence current in the machine phases [19, 20] . A dual two-level inverter fed open-end winding induction motor drive with common-mode voltage elimination, presented in [21] , uses the common DC-link for both the two-level inverters. However, with the elimination of common-mode voltage, the scheme presented in [21] 31′  76′  34′  24′  75′  27′  86′  37′  46′  38′  21′  28′  85′  15′  16′  45′   32′  41′  14′  74′  84′  18′  77′  66′  44′  87′  81′  48′  56′  55′  65′   13′  73′   12′  72′  43′  42′   51′  57′  61′  67′  83′  64′  68′  58′   52′  53′ 62′  63′   82′  54′   17′  88′  11′  33′  78′  71′  47′   22′  23′   35′ 26′  25′   12  10   9  11  13   14  2  8  7  1  3  15   16  4  6  24  23  5  17   18 structure. But in the proposed scheme the three-level inverter voltage space vector structure is realised (Fig. 1b) by using two isolated DC-links. When both the two-level inverters of Fig. 1a are switched independently, the overall configuration of Fig. 1a results in a total of 64 switching state combinations (compared to the 27 for a conventional three-level NPC VSI [20] ), which generate a total of 19 combined voltage vectors V 0 2V 18 , as shown in Fig. 1b . Three combined voltage vectors form a triangular sector, and 24 such triangular sectors are shown in Fig. 1b .
The current error space vector Di for the inverter of Fig. 1a is derived as a vectorial difference of machine current space vector i and reference current space vector i * , as given in (1) [8] . The relation between the inverter voltage vector V k (k can be any number from 0 to 18), rate of change of current-error space vector dDi=dt, and the machine voltage vector V m can be represented by (2), where L s is the stator leakage inductance of the machine [8, 9, 13] : Figure 1c shows the various trajectories along which the tip of V m can move for all possible combinations of the sector change. These trajectories indicate different-modes of operation of inverter e.g. 'a' indicates two-level, 'd' indicates three-level, and 'f ' indicates the over-modulation operation of the drive.
Analysis of proposed current-error space-vector based hysteresis PWM controller
For proper functioning of the controller, identification of the direction and amplitude of the current-error space vector and identification of sector (in which the tip of V m lies) are achieved by using the hysteresis controller outputs and simple look-up tables, as discussed in the following Subsections.
Formation of boundary for current-error space vector
The positions of V m in two different sectors (sector 7 and sector 8) are shown in Fig. 2a . For the position of V m in the direction OP (V m1 ) in sector 7, directions of the current error space vector corresponding to the switching of inverter voltage vectors V 8 , V 9 , and V 1 can be determined based on (2) and are along PA, PB, and PC, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2a . Based on position and amplitude of V m , these directions of movement of current-error space vector can change for the same sector and for the same inverter voltage vectors. For the direction of V m1 along OA with its tip lying anywhere on CA, switching of V 8 will have current error space vector direction along CA. When V m1 has its tip on point B, and if V 8 is switched, then the current error space vector will have its direction along BA (parallel to CE). Hence, for any position of V m1 in sector 7, for the switching of V 8 the current-error space vector direction is confined between a set of two directions CA and CE. Similar sets of directions confining the current-error space vector movement can be found for switching of V 9 and V 1 for any position of V m1 in sector 7. Intersection of the boundaries formed by these three sets of directions lead to a triangular boundary XYZ for current error space vector when V m is in sector 7, as shown in Fig. 2b (thick arrows point to the sides of the triangular boundary towards which the current-error space vector moves when particular voltage vector is switched, e.g. XZ boundary corresponds to the direction of current-error space vector due to switching of V 8 ). The current error limits (hysteresis or tolerance bands) are set at distance 'h' on to the three axes j A , j B and j C , which are 1201 apart and orthogonal to the machine phase axes A, B and C [8, 9] . In a similar way, it is verified that the triangular boundary XYZ exists for all the odd-numbered sectors and the triangular boundary X Y Z (as shown in Fig. 2c ) exists for all the even-numbered sectors [8] . The combined boundary for current-error space vector when V m moves through all the sectors is shown in Fig. 2d .
Selection of inverter voltage vector for each sector
Since, only the three switching voltage vectors of the inverter are involved in a sector, it is proposed to divide the triangular boundaries into three different regions. Figure 3a shows the regions R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 of the triangular boundary for any odd sector and R 1 , R 2 and R 3 for any even numbered sector. In the proposed strategy, the same inverter voltage vector is supplied continuously until the error space vector touches the boundary. Once the currenterror space vector touches the boundary, another appropriate inverter voltage vector is switched to keep the current-error space vector within the boundary. Figure 3b shows the uniquely associated inverter voltage vectors to be switched when current-error space vector touches the different regions of triangular boundary for position of V m in sector 7 and sector 8. As an example, for V m in sector 7, the voltage vectors V 1 , V 8 and V 9 are to be switched, respectively, for the regions R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 . In a similar way, the appropriate inverter voltage vectors to be switched for different regions for positions of V m in different sectors are found and are given in Table 1 .
For the combined boundary of Fig. 2d , the error space vector may move to double the distance, along the -j A , -j B, and -j C axes in the case of odd sectors and along the j A , j B and j C axes for the even sectors. Hence, a boundary limit is suggested along all the six directions j A , j B , j C , -j A , -j B and -j C , leading to a resultant hexagonal boundary for currenterror space vector, as shown in Fig. 3c . Figure 3d shows modified regions of the hexagonal boundary for the odd and even sectors. However, inverter voltage vectors to be switched for different regions for various sectors remain the same (Table 1 ) with these modified shapes of the regions.
The redundancy (multiplicity) in switching state combinations (Fig. 1b) is utilised for reducing the inverter switchings, while switching the particular voltage vector for PWM current control. One of the inverters is kept clamped at a particular switching state and the other inverter is switched in a sector to realise the commanded voltage vectors. For the next adjacent sector the other inverter is kept clamped and the first one is switched. This ensures that inverter I and inverter II (Fig. 1a) are switched equally over a fundamental period of reference current. 
Region detection on hexagonal boundary
Identification of the unique region is achieved by hysteresis current error comparators along the directions perpendicular to the sides of the hexagonal boundary (i.e. along the directions j A , j B , j C , -j A , -j B and -j C ) [8, 9] , as shown by the inner comparators in Fig. 3e . For an example, the current error Di j A along the j A axis is defined as in (3), where i Ã j A is the component of the reference current space vector along the j A axis and the machine current component along the j A axis is computed as in (4):
The inner comparator remains in OFF state when current error space vector is within the hysteresis band along that particular direction. When the current error space vector touches the hysteresis band along that particular axis, the comparator switches to the ON state. As shown in Fig. 3f , each side of the hexagonal boundary is divided into two segments. The segment at which the current error space vector touches the hexagonal boundary is identified by a simple logic. For example, consider the tip of V m in sector 7. Now when the state of comparator along j A ¼ 1; (Fig. 3f ) ; ;else ) segment detected is R a2
Based on the segment information, regions on the hexagonal boundary are uniquely identified from Fig. 3f , e.g. if segment detected is R a2 or R b1 or R b2 or R c1 , region identified is R 1 .
High-frequency switching between two voltage vectors of the inverter can occur when the current-error space vector touches the hexagonal boundary exactly along any of the sensing directions (i.e. j A , j B , j C , -j A , -j B or -j C ). This gets reflected as a 'jitter' in the inverter output voltage. The proposed controller avoids this phenomenon. Once a voltage vector is selected, the controller applies a new voltage vector only if the current-error space vector comes within the hexagonal boundary and touches the boundary at some other region (i.e. when some other comparator comes into the ON state); until then the previously switched voltage vector is continued to avoid the 'jitter'.
Self-adaptive sector selection logic
A self-adaptive logic is used in the proposed controller to identify the instants at which the V m crosses from one sector to another. This sector change is identified with the help of another set of comparators (outer comparators) placed a little further away from the inner comparators, as shown in Fig. 3e [8] . All the trajectories of V m (Fig. 1c) are considered for the analysis of possible sets of sector changeovers, during different modes of operation of inverter.
Sector change along trajectory 'a', 'b', and 'd':
In the proposed scheme, the anticlockwise movement of V m is considered as the forward direction of rotation of the machine. Along the trajectory 'd', let V m move from sector 7 to sector 8. When V m is very close to the boundary of sector 7 and sector 8, the controller will select either V 9 or V 1 as these are near to V m . When V m has its tip anywhere on CB (boundary of sector 7 and sector 8, Fig. 2a) , and either of the vectors V 9 or V 1 is switched then, based on (2), the current-error space vector will move along the directions parallel to CB. In this case, the rate of change of current-error space vector along the j C axis will be zero as CB is perpendicular to the j C axis. Now, if the machine voltage vector crosses to sector 8 from sector 7, the deviation of the current-error space vector will increase in the j C direction and may cross the hexagonal boundary, consequently making the inner comparator along the j C axis in the ON state. However, the controller is yet to detect the sector change and the controller takes all the action as if the machine voltage vector is in sector 7. Therefore, the region detection logic will identify that the current-error space vector has crossed the segment R c2 (region R 3 for sector 7, Fig. 3f ) and hence still the vector selected will be V 9 or V 1 , respectively (Table 1 ). This will further increase the current error deviation along j C axis and the outer comparator along the j C axis will also switch to the ON state. Now, based on the state of the outer comparator, the sector changing logic updates the current sector as sector 8. Consequently, the region detection logic will identify that the current error has crossed the hexagonal boundary at region R 2 ( Fig. 3f ) and for the newly detected sector, i.e. for sector 8, controller will select V 2 (Table 1 ), which will bring back the current-error space vector inside the hexagonal boundary. Therefore, the crossing over of V m from sector 7 to sector 8 is uniquely identified with the state of the outer comparator along the j C axis. Similarly, it can also be verified that, if the machine vector moves from the sector 8 to sector 7 (i.e. the motor rotates in the reverse direction) the current error will increase through the Àj C axis.
It is found that, for all the possible sector changeovers along trajectory 'a', 'b' and 'd' whenever the V m crosses from one sector to the another sector, the current error will increase along a unique axis, which is the axis perpendicular to the boundary of the sectors involved. Based on this, sector changeovers detected along the same direction can be grouped together. Six such sets of sector changeovers (along the j A , j B , j C , Àj A , Àj B and Àj C directions) are formed for the counter-clockwise rotation of V m . A set of six sector changeovers which can be detected through the outer comparators placed along the j A direction is shown in Fig. 4a . In a similar way changeovers for other sectors can also be shown.
Sector change along trajectory 'c' (corner to corner sectors):
Trajectory 'c' of the machine voltage vector (Fig. 1c) shows that V m moves across six sectors 8, 11, 14, 17, 20 and 23, which are referred to here as corner sectors. As shown in Fig. 4b , when tip of V m is in sector 23 and approaching point A, V 1 will be switched. Consider that the machine voltage vector has crossed the sector and is now in sector 8. But the controller will continue to switch voltage vector V 1 . Now, in a similar way to the discussion in Subsection 3.4.1, the controller detects sector changeover from sector 23 to sector 8 through the outer comparator along -j A direction and takes further action by switching the appropriate vectors for the newly detected sector. It will take some time for current error to come inside the outer hysteresis band set on the -j A axis. Until then the outer comparator along the -j A direction will remain in the ON state. So, at this instant of time the current sector is sector 8 and the outer comparator on the -j A axis is ON. Note that, based on the discussion of the previous Subsection, this can be found out to be the condition for the changeover from sector 8 to sector 9. Therefore, if proper logic is not used, sector changeover logic will immediately update the current sector as sector 9, even though V m is actually in sector 8. This false sector change detection can result in switching of the improper voltage vectors. A similar situation can occur at every transition from a corner sector to another corner sector. This condition is prevented by providing a delay in invoking the sector change logic after detection of every sector (Figs. 1b and 3b) Sector Region change. In the proposed scheme, a delay of 200 ms is provided before again inhibiting the sector change once a sector change is effected.
Operation during over-modulation:
If demanded by the load, or to take care of voltage variations in the DC-link, the proposed controller is able to operate the drive in the over-modulation region by retaining the feature of adjacent voltage vector switching. Sector changeover during over-modulation is also detected by the outer hysteresis comparators (Fig. 3e) . As an example, Fig. 4c shows the situation, when V m (OP) is outside sector 7, and PA and PB are the directions parallel to which the currenterror space vector moves when vectors V 8 and V 9 are switched, respectively. Figure 4d shows the trajectory of the current-error space vector (HIJKL) when the inverter voltage vectors V 9 and V 8 are switched alternatively when V m is moving towards sector 9. At point L the sector change is detected and the current sector is updated to sector 9 and then V 10 is switched (Fig. 3a, Table 1 ) and the current-error space vector will move along LM. By this time, V m comes very close to sector 9. Figure 4e shows the situation where the V m (OP), is outside sector 9, and PB and PG are the directions in which the current-error space vector moves a Sets of sector changeovers that can be detected by outer hysteresis comparator along j A direction for counter clockwise rotation of V m b Current-error space vector during changeover from sector 23 to sector 8 c Directions of current-error space vector during over modulation when V m is outside sector 7 d Trajectory of current-error space vector during over modulation when V m crossing from sector 7 to sector 9 e Directions of current-error space vector during over modulation when V m is outside the sector 9 f Directions of current-error space vector during over modulation when V m in sector 9 g Trajectory of current-error space vector during over modulation when V m crossing from sector 9 to sector 10 when vectors V 9 and V 10 are switched, respectively. Now the controller will select the voltage vector V 9 (point M of Fig. 4d comes in region R 2 for sector 9) and current error space vector will follow the trajectory along MN (parallel to PB (Fig. 4e) ). Again the controller will select V 10 . Repetitive switching between V 9 and V 10 cause the detection of regions R 3 and R 2 for sector 9. Note that, even though the sector change is detected, the current-error space vector will move in the same direction (in this case, along the j B axis), because sector 7 and sector 9 are odd sectors and have the same region boundaries (Fig. 3d) . At the same time the machine voltage vector, which is moving at a very high speed, will come inside sector 9, as shown in Fig. 4f (trajectory 'f ' of Fig. 1c ). Now switching of V 9 and V 10 will cause the current-error space vector to follow the directions parallel to PB and PG (Fig. 4f ) , respectively. These directions of movement will start pulling the current-error space vector away from the j B direction towards inside the hexagonal boundary. Gradually the current-error space vector will move along the trajectory shown in Fig. 4g (along NOPQRS). At point S (Fig. 4g) , the controller will detect one more sector change, that is changeover from sector 9 to sector 10. This sector changeover will be detected through the outer comparator along the j C axis. Finally, if demanded the controller smoothly transits into the 12-step mode of operation, where only one vector will be selected for every 301.
The sector selection logic, including operation in overmodulation, for forward and reverse directions of rotation of the machine is given in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively, which are used by the controller as two look-up tables for properly identifying the sector change.
Experimental results
The proposed hysteresis controller has been implemented on a laboratory prototype of a 1.5 kW open-end winding induction motor (motor parameters: 1.5 kW, open-end winding, 400 V, 50 Hz, 1440 rpm, four poles,
with dual two-level VSI using vector control. Figure 5a shows the block diagram of the proposed hysteresis controller for a three-level induction motor drive. Two Hall-effect current transducers (nominal primary current 25 A, turns ratio 1:1000) are used for sensing the machine currents i A and i B . For the speed feedback, a speed encoder supplying 2500 pulses/revolution is used. The complete controller is implemented on the TI TMS320LF2407A DSP controller platform. The sampling time of the current controller is kept as 25 ms. The three-phase reference currents are generated depending on the frequency command and the controller is tested with drive for the entire speed range in the forward and reverse directions. Fig. 5b shows the machine phase voltage and current for lower speed command in the linear range. In the steady-state results, noload motor phase current waveforms are presented, so that the current ripple can be clearly seen. The phase voltage profile indicates that the inverter is operating in two-level mode of operation and adjacent vectors are always selected conforming to optimum PWM switching. The phase current profile remains smooth even during sector change. Figure 5c shows that the current-error space vector is kept within the hexagonal boundary all the time, except during the sector change, where it briefly crosses the boundary in two-level operation. Figure 5d shows the machine current space vector, indicating a rotating space vector profile. A smooth transition from two-level to three-level operation of inverter is shown in Fig. 5e , showing the transient performance of the drive. Similar results are obtained for the higher speed operations of drive in the linear range. Figure 5f shows the phase voltage and current during threelevel operation, and the current-error space vector and the machine current space vector are shown in Figs. 5g and h, respectively. Smooth transition from three-level to two-level operation of the inverter is shown in Fig. 5i , which indicates the self-adaptiveness of the controller. Figure 5j shows the machine voltage and current for further higher-speed operation, where the drive is running in the over-modulation region. It can be seen from the presented voltage waveforms for different speeds that the proposed controller logic is capable of retaining the feature of adjacent voltage vector switching throughout the operating range of the drive. The machine current space vector for the same overmodulation operation is shown in Fig. 5k . Figure 5l shows the machine current space vector when the inverter is operating in 12-step mode of operation. Figure 5m shows the machine current space vector, when the motor is loaded, and it shows a circular profile for the actual machine current space vector.
Starting current profile of machine with the speed of the machine is shown in Fig. 6a presenting smooth starting current of the machine. Figure 6b shows the starting current profile of machine with machine phase voltage. An expanded view (on timescale) of the machine phase voltage and phase current waveforms for starting operation is shown in Fig. 6c . The performance of the controller during speed reversal is presented by machine phase current and voltage waveforms, as shown in Fig. 6d . Tracking of machine phase current with reference phase current during the speed reversal operation is shown in Fig. 6e . It shows that the machine phase current remains within the set control band and always tracks the reference phase current. Figure 6f shows machine speed and machine phase current profile for two consecutive speed reversal commands. The normalised harmonic spectra of machine phase current during two-level (shown in Fig. 5b ) and three-level (shown in Fig. 5f ) operation of inverter are shown in Figs. 6g and h, respectively. The spectra show the absence of subharmonics in the current waveforms. Figures 6i and j show the normalised harmonic spectra of machine phase voltages for two-level (shown in Fig. 5b ) and three-level (shown in Fig. 5f ) operation, respectively, showing the absence of lower-order harmonics in the machine phase voltages. The spread spectra of harmonics shown in Figs. 6g-j are as expected. Because of the adjacent voltage vector switching, the large magnitude harmonics at frequencies lower than Continued the fundamental (subharmonics, present in conventional hysteresis controller) are absent in the proposed scheme.
Conclusions
A current-error space-vector-based hysteresis PWM controller is presented for three-level voltage source inverter fed drive applications. A hexagonal boundary for current-error space vector is formed by monitoring the current errors along the j A , j B and j C axes. Computation of the machine back EMF vector is not needed and information of the same is derived indirectly from the direction of the currenterror space vector. Region detection and sector detection are achieved by simple logic. Selection of the appropriate inverter voltage vector is done by using a simple look-up table. Among the three adjacent vectors forming a triangular sector, in which the tip of the machine voltage vector lies, the inverter voltage vector, which results in the largest current error deviation in the opposite direction, is selected throughout the operating range. This ensures the optimum PWM switching and fast dynamic response of the controller. The controller is capable of operating the machine in two-level, three-level and over-modulation ranges up to 12-step mode of operation, with smooth transition from one to another level and vice versa. The scheme is thus self-adaptive for any possible amplitude and position of machine voltage vector. High-frequency hexagonal switching is eliminated by properly identifying the boundary regions for the inverter vector selection. Sector inhibition logic prevents false sector change detection and helps the controller to switch the most appropriate voltage vectors of the inverter. Alternative clamping of individual inverter on the same switching state ensures equal switching in both two-level inverters over a fundamental period of reference current. All the advantages of conventional hysteresis controllers, e.g. quick dynamic response and simple implementation, are retained in the proposed scheme with the added advantage of space vector modulation. The scheme can be applied to any inverter configuration that generates three-level voltage space vector structure. Experimental verification of the proposed scheme is achieved on a dual two-level VSI fed open-end winding induction motor drive. The performance of the controller has been demonstrated by experimental results of steady state and transient conditions of drive. The proposed scheme can be easily extended to multilevel operations for high-performance drive applications by constructing proper look-up tables.
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